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This invention relates to electrical ' sound 
translating devices of the so-called magnetic 
type. The invention is useful in- translating me 
chanical motion into electrical vimpulses, as well 
as in translating electrical impulses into mechan 
ical motion. " '~ ~ > ' ' 

- The invention is adapted for use as a micro-6 
phone or to pick up any motion of -- a: vibratory 
nature. As exempli?ed inv the‘ present embodi 
ment the/invention takes the form of a phono 
graph pickup and the following disclosure ‘of 
such embodiment will beisu?icient- to permit 
those skilled in the ‘art to understand the inven 
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tion and the various uses to‘ which it may be put. ‘ 
‘ In the usualmagnetic'pickup device‘ of the 
prior art the magnetic forces‘ tend to pull the 
armature to one pole face or the other ‘and sub 
ject the armature to freezing to a‘ pole piece; 
and'the armature is likewise subject to striking 
the pole pieces during its operative movement. 
To prevent this it hasbeen found necessary or 
desirable to employ rubber'damper blocks. It 
has been attempted,“ without success, 'to make 
these dampers'compliant enough to allow arma-i 
ture vibration within the desired limits of opera; 
tion but ‘stiff enough to oppose the magnetic pull 
and t'o'normally center the armature in ‘a neutral 
or mid'position. _When' such damper blocks are 
stiff enough to’ effect centering of the armature 
poor ?delity of reproduction results, thereby re 
quiring a'compromise which results in neither a 
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faithful reproduction nor in freedom from freez- 1 
ing. Additionally, the necessary stiffness of these 
blocks imposes’upon the stylus an undesirable 
resistance to lateral motion, causing premature 
wearing'of the record groove.‘ ' g ' ' ‘A ‘ ' ‘ 

‘Another‘disadvantage of the prior art' magnetic 
pickup devices - resides in the ?uctuation of 
density and "reversal of flow of magnetic flux" ’ 
through the armature each time the stylus is 
oscillated through acomplete cycle of movement," 
as by‘ a sound record groove. ‘This is highly'un-‘ 
desirable because of eddy losses and hysteresis 
which'are appreciable in view of the small mass 
of the armature and the relative high flux density 
necessary in order to ‘attain fidelity and high 
outputv efficiency of reproduction with the use of 
an armature having small mass; “ 
In sound track records of the lateral undula 

tion type, there are also present slight vertical 
undulations, andhence it is desirable that av 
stylus in following the lateral undulations also 
have a certain degree'of freedom-to follow the 
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lateral undulations ‘and conversely it is desirable 
to prevent translation of the ancillary vertical 
vibrations into sound. Similarly, in vertical un 
dulation type records there are also present slight 
lateral undulations of an ancillary nature and 
for similar reasons it is desirable to provide some 
freedom of movement of the stylusllaterally while 
at the same time refraining from translating said 

ancillary undulations into sound.’ An object of this‘ invention is to provide a 

device'which will overcome the‘ above shortcom'e 
ings and disadvantagesiand which will have the 
attributes above indicated. - ' " ' 

" Another objectof the‘invention is to provide a 
device of the type'described which will faithfully 
translate the desired sound while prohibiting un 
desirable noises due to extraneous electrical dis 
turibances. ‘ ‘ ‘ V " ' ' ‘ 

Another object of the invention is to provide ‘a 
device adapted for universal use with records of 
either the lateral cut or vertical‘cut types. ‘ 

' The invention consists of the novel features, 
arrangements, construction and combination of 
parts embodied, ‘by way of example," in the appa 
ratus to be hereinafter morefully described as 
illustrating a present preferred form of them 
vention, and the invention will‘be more particu 
larly pointed out in the appended claims. 
Further and more speci?c objects, features and. 

advantages of the invention will more clearly 
appear from the detailed description to be given 
following, taken in ‘connectionwith the accom: 
panying drawings in which: 7 . p 

" Fig. 1 is a front elevationalview of a pickup 
device, shown somewhat diagrammatically“ and 
on anenlarged scale. 7 W ‘ , v H '. 

'Fig. 2 is a longitudinal sectional view taken 
along the ‘line.2-_-2 of Fig. 1; __ p v 7 v 

Fig. 3 is a bottom view of Fig. [showing fur; 
therparticulars as to the mounting of the arma 
ture and showing the spacing betWeenthe arma 

' ture and cooperating pole pieces exaggerated for 
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the purposes of clarity; _ 
“ Fig, 4 is a fragmentary view of certain parts, 

'shown'in Fig. 2,v on a somewhat larger scale, to 
‘. illustrate the partsand in a di?erent position; 
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ancillary vertical undulations inorder to faith- ' 
fully reproduce the sound represented by said 55 

and . . 

Fig. 5 is a diagrammatic view in perspective 
illustrating a feature of the invention. . , 

Before describing the invention in detail cer 
tain salient features will be referred to byway 
of introduction.‘ An‘important feature of the 
invention resides in the use of a resiliently sup; 
ported‘magnetic armature that cannot freeze ‘to 
any of the magnetized poles and which has"unre-' 
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stricted motion throughout the maximum limits 
of all lateral and vertical cut phonograph records, 
c. g. throughout the maximum amplitude of audio 
frequency. This unlimited travel makes it pos 
sible to build into the resilient supporting means 
for the armature any value of compliance desired 
without danger of the permanent magnet pulling 
the armature into’ aninoperative' position. Other 
importantfeatures of the invention are the main. 
tenance of a relatively high density of flux ?ow 
through an armature of relatively low mass; the 
maintenance of a uni-directional ?ow of ?ux. 
through the armature; and the bucking out of‘ 
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undesirable coil currents resulting from extrane- ' 
ous electrical disturbances or due‘ to lateral mot. : 
tion of the stylus when reproducing vertical cut 
records and vice versa. 
Referring to the drawings and. more particu 

larly to Fig. 1, a magnetic ?eld is provided by a 
suitable magnet in which is polarized, as shown 
by the letters N. and S, which in turn polarizes' 
the laminated. transformer iron‘ pole pieces !-_2 
and 13 having respectively corresponding branch 
poles Nl-NZ and. 51-82. The magnet in is. 
preferably a permanent magnet ‘and is supported 
on, a suitable vi-rame such as. H. An armature, 
designated. in general as l-.4~, isdisposedbetween 
the poles Nike-N2 and Sl-SZ so. as to complete 
the flux path or lie ther?eld of influence Olf the 
?uxsfiowing between. said poles. It is. noted __in 
this connection thatthe poles. are so disposed as 
to cause the magnetic flux to’ flow in the same 
direction between the poles N.l;,_ $Iv andNZ, S2. 
The armature L4 Vhasoppositely disposed. ends; re 

spectively adjacent.poles:Nl-—N2 and ISL-S2 spatial. interleaved. relationship therewith. In. 
the present embodiment the armature ends. take 
the form of two plates providing the end; por- 
tions, |~5.-—_|1 and Iii-49 which are respectively 
spatially interleaved with threeplates provided 
in the poles->NI.—-N2 and three plates provided in. 
the poles SI.-S2_. Itwill- be. seen. (Figs. 1; 2. and 
4-). that the verticalside faces of the. three plates» 
of. the Ni pole are disposed in coplanar relation 
ship with. the. respectively cooperating vertical. 
faces of the. three plates of the N2 poleand-are: 
spaced vertically- therefrom; and similarlyv (Figs. 
1 and _3) the vertical. side faces» of the three. 
plates of the Si. pole.‘ are disposed. in coplanar 
relationship with, the respectively cooperating’. 
verticalfaces; of the threesplates of the S2, pole 
and are spaced vertically- therefrom. Likewise 
the said vertical side faces’Of the-Ni and'NZ pole 
plates are coplanar. with. the respectively coop 
erating verticalsidefaces of. the Si andrSZ-pole. ; , 
plates and are spaced laterally therefrom.. In 
the alternative,.the armature. could be-one piece 
with bifurcated ends but the illustrated structure 
ispreferable asthe entire armature mass is mag 
netically useful. The plate-endsof. the armature: 
arespaced onall sides from thecorrespondingly 
adjacent poleswith a clearanceof. approximately 
.002" to allow a free motionvertically or. arock 
ing motion aroundan imaginary center 0 as an 
axis. The mountingof. the armature, to be more. 
particularly. described following, and. the. dis-7 
position of the parts is such that neither the ver 
ticalnor the rocking motion .can bring thearma 
ture into contact with the poles NL-NZ’ or 
Sl-—S2, within the. limits. of movement. of the 
armature corresponding. to, range. of audio. fre 
quency; thereby eliminating all possibility of 
freezing. 
From the. foregoing it will be. seen thatthe 

overlapping area of. they armature. and. poles: is 
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4 
varied in accordance with armature movement, 
but within the limits of operative movement the 
interleaving relationship is always present. This 
provides a substantially constant air gap length 
and a variable air gap area and is one of the im 
portant features of the present invention. This 
principle is diagrammatically illustrated in Fig. 
5 wherein a p‘lateiZil is disp'ose'df‘between a pair of 
plates 24-222 ini spatial interleaved relationship 
and is adapted for relative movement from the 
full line position to the dotted line position. As 
suming that. magnetic ?ux is passing between 
the plate 20 and‘ plates 2l-22, the magnetic air 
"gap between the plate 20 and the plates 2l——22 
' in- adirectionnormal to the plates is constant at 
~ alli-tiines. Flux modulation is obtained by varia 
tion.in-. the area of coupling and is maximum 
when plate 20 is in the position indicated by 
the'breken lines and is minimum when the plate 
20 is in the position indicated by solid lines. As 
suming that with the constant gap- of- .002!" the 
?uxdensity is18i000:1i1,ies per scluareinchv andthe‘: 
total .?ux area-.invthesolid lineposit-ionto-be .040! 
square. inch). the resultant minimum ?ux willbe: 
32D'1ines per square inch» .However,. with the; 
plate 29 in the broken line position the-maximum 
area of coupling is provided and assuming this 
to be one square ‘inch, themaximum flux1of.8;,000: 
lines per squareinch‘isprovidedr Variations-blew 

T tween the minimum of .320 lint‘Si-aind thermaxi~~ 
mumlofi spec. lines: are obtainedby the variation 
of the, area of coupling. 
The armature Wis-held in correctpesition with 

respect to-theipoles-Nlaitand~sl~stlbv a flat 
ribbonisprings.23j,.the inner endlof which-isrigid 
1y secured to:the~ frame. Ila-and the outer. end-of‘. 
which carries. secured thereto‘ the. plates which.! 
comprise the‘ armature I4. A-strlus 24 issuit» 
ably secured to» the; armature M? for movement 

“! therewith, the: present embodiment the‘: 
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stylus,.which 15112136 means‘ for trans-mittil'lgz me 
chanical: motion to ‘or ,irom'lthe = armature, is; pro» 
videdlwith a base-24! rigidly securedito ~the._spring,. 
as by riveting. A loop. of. ?ne‘wire 25 isrloopeda 

5 over the stylus. 21L and itsrends- are securely an-g 
chored closetogether- to the irame- Hi to provide’; 
a, brace serving. to hold‘ the: stylus: against‘ the 
fI‘lClSlQIIEtI'fOl‘CB createdby therecordias it slides 
under the stylus in the directionv indicated by 
the. arrow 1;) (Pie 2) ;. thus ‘insurinsmetention'oi 
the stylus in a ver-ticalpositionl relative. to- the 
longitudinal directionl) while’ permitting laterall 
motion. ~ . 

The pickup-assembly iasoihalan?edi a5*t0~il'1fe* 
senta pressuraot a predeterminedrvalue, onithe 
record. The invention;hassbeenssuccessfully opp 
erated with ?delity: of reproductionemploying 
predetermined pressures at: least as‘ low as 20' 
grams- and as high- at, least. as: 40* grams. The‘ 
pressure may? be, varied in=acoordance with the ' 
recordqmaterial employed.v andithe. degree. of . ex 
ternal vibrations present; in present-practice (the 
pressureof. 30. to 35. grarns?s desirable. pressure wheniapplied; pushessthe-armature. into.» 
the position- as ~ shown ‘ iii/Figures: 21 and. 3.v putting. 
the » spring under. the: required’. tension necessary, 
to‘ overcome: the- inertia-‘of. the armature. and’ 
stylus when vibrating, vertically: over‘ thevv fre 
quency- range at the maximum: amplitude .cutton 
vertical. records.» Devices. made in. accordance 
withthe invention iunctioniwitha high=degree 
of uniformity of- response and. tests. of. such- de-e 
vices produce airequency curve-in the: form ota-c 
substantially straight line withinQ-drop-oii- of dip = 
in the curve; at the.‘ maximum frequency; which 



itis commercially possible to record onfrequency; 
test records at the present time. The tests of this 
device indicate that the invention is inherently 
capable of faithfully responding to frequencies 
far higher and- lower than the frequencies which 
are recordable at the present time. ‘This pre 
determined tension holds the armature in the, 
same position for lateral operation allowing the. 
free rocking motion of the armature to take place, 
in operation with lateral cut records. The spring 
23 is so shaped that its unloaded position is as 
shown in Fig.4, and when in loaded or operative. 
position the parts are disposed as shown in Figs.v 
l, 2 and 3 with the armature in neutral position», 
both mechanically and electrically. With av 
thickness of spring to meet. the above require-. 
ment, its width is substantially greater than its 
thickness; Very satisfactory results have been 
obtained with a- width of the order of at least 
twenty times thickness and alength of the order 
of at least sixty-two times thickness; thus allow 
ing easy ?exing for vertical motion and easy 
torsional ?exing for rocker motion, while pre 
senting substantially in?nite resistance against 
being pulledto either side bodily, thus preventing; 
contact of the armature I4 with any of the poles. 
NI—-N2 and SI—S2. Accordingly, the stylus 24 
is adapted to follow either a vertical or a lateral. 
cut record and transform the groove undulations . 
into mechanical motion which in turn modulates 
the magnetic ?eld passing between the poles 
N I—N2 and SI—-S2 and through the armature I4. 
Two. oppositely woundcoils 25, 21, preferably 

identical in dimension, number of turns, and im- ’ 
pedance, ‘ surround respectively corresponding; 
branches. of the pole pieces I2 and I3, as shown 
in'Fig. 1 somewhat diagrammatically. This ar-. 
rangement serves to transform the magnetic fluc 
tuations resulting in the movement of the arma-.. 
ture, into corresponding alternating electrical 
potentials in the manner to be more particularly; 
pointed out following. ~ 

When it is'desired to use the invention for verti 
cal cut records the coil terminals 26b and 21a are 
connected together, ‘and the coil terminals 26a 
and 27b are connected to a suitable receiving cir- - 
cuit, such as-is‘well known to-those skilled in the - 
art and need not be further described. Assuming .. 
a vertical vibratory force to be applied to the 
stylus, as by the undulations on a vertical cut rec 
cm,- the following magnetic and consequent elec- » 
trical action takes place. The armature“ moves 
upward away from poles NI and SI and toward 
poles N2 and S2, thus reducing the magnetic flux 
between the poles NI and SI and increasing the 
magnetic ?ux between the poles N 2 and S2'to the " 
same extent due to the fact that the area of lover-r 7 
lap between the armature I4 and the poles NI and 
SI decreases in the same ratio as the overlap 
with respectto the poles N2 and S2 increases. _ 
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This induces an electrical potential in the coils" 
26 and 21. When the armature I4 moves down 
wardly, the flow of flux between the poles NI and ‘ 
SI is correspondingly increased vand the ?ow be 
tween the poles N2 and ‘S2 is decreased, inducing 
a potential of opposite polarity in the coils and 
thus completing the full alternation. The coils 
being connected in series boosting (for vertical ' 
motion of the stylus) provide double the voltage 
of either single coil. As will be understood by 
those skilled in the art, the coils may be con 

701 

nected in parallel boosting, which will also result - 
inthe currentalternations of the coils being in 7 
phase for vertical movement of the stylus ‘and 75 

6. 
180.’. out of phase for: lateral; movement‘ of the 
stylus. ~ > . 1 , _::i 

'; 'With the coils-connected as‘ above described for 
vertical cut records, a. lateral ancillary force ap-i 
plied in the lateral direction,say to the right, will 
move the point 'of the stylus. 24 torthe right, caus-» 
ing the right side, of; armature I4 to rise and the. 
left side-to move downwardly an equal distance, 
which will produce a .change of flux in all of the 
arms or branches of the pole pieces, increasing the 
flow of flux from N I to S2 and-decreasing the flow 
of ?ux from'N2to ,SI, therebyindu‘cing a potene 
tial'in' both of said ‘coils. ‘ However, with the ter-: 
minals connected as above noted, the potentials 
in the coils (resulting from lateral motion of the 
stylus) ware 180° out. of phase orbucking, thereby. 
resulting in zero voltage between the terminals 
26a and 2111. Similarly, lateral movement of the‘ 
stylus in the opposite direction will likewise result. 

and 21b. , v, y _. When the device isto be used in connection 

with lateral cut records the terminal 26b is con 
nected to the terminal 2112 so that the poten-'-' 
tials due to l'ateralrmovement of the stylus are: 
additive or boosting; while the potentials result‘-. 
ing from ancillary vertical movement’ of the: 
stylus are in ‘bucking relationship and neutralize 
each other; Similarly, the. coils may be con--‘ 
nested in paralleliboosting for- lateral motion of; 
the stylus, by connecting terminals 26a and 21a‘ 
to one branch vof the receiving circuit and ter-s 

other. branch Of thei minals 26b and 21b to the 
receiving circuit. 

four branches of the pole pieces in connection 
with other features "of the-inventiom- However,: 
such a single coil cannot discriminate between 
?ux variations caused by vertical or lateral mo--; 
tions' of the armature and although the use of a" 
single coil eliminates a switching operation when 
changing the connections between the terminals 
of the coils 26 and 21-, more scratch noise is pro-i 
duced.‘ As has been previously indicated, it has-I 
been' found that the rough surface in the sound ‘ 
groove will actuate the stylus in both the vertical 
and lateral direction, i.- e., one-lateral cut records 
there are present ancillary vertical undulations‘v 
and vice versa. Through the use of the-two coil 
arrangement the vertical scratch impulses are 
neutralized whenever the coils are connected for‘ 
the reproduction of ‘lateral cut records, and the‘ 
lateral scratch impulses are neutralized when-_T 
ever the coils are connected for the reproduction " 
of vertical cut records.- This is a distinct advan 
'tage as ‘it improves the'ratio of amplitude of 
scratch noise to music. Additionally, the use of,“ 
two coils raises the e?lciency of the pickup, and’ 
therefore such use is greatly preferable. 
Referring to Fig. 2,4it‘is evident that whether 

flow is always‘ from NI and N2 to-SI and S2; "and 
hence there is no reversal of ?ow through the 

-_;,armature Hi. When a vertical signal displaces 
the armature, either up or down, no substantial ‘ 
change in the quantity. ofv?ux flow in thesaid " 
armature takes place, as any decrease in flux cou-' 
pling between the armature and N2 and S2 results ' 
»;in‘ an equal increase in flux coupling between N I 
and ‘SI, the sum' total effect results in no 
variation in the said armature. . 

The term “?ux coupling”_ is used toindicate .1 
that a variation in thequantity of flux now be 

- twee? a elves. Pair :0? poles. 9f. opposiierqlariir. 

producing zero voltage between the terminals 26a 

. A single coil may: be used on any one of the 

‘the armature I4 moves in either a vertical direc 
tion or in a rocker fashion the direction of ?ux. 



I’; 
is‘ obtained-by-varying,theioverlepping- or,‘ inter-' 
leave area of armature coupling to said magnetic 
poles, and. not; by» the conventional» reduction, of 
the air: gap‘ distancebetweenearmature and-pole; 
For lateral reproduction,_-the rocking motion 

or the armature-productions ‘substantial change 
in the quantity or ?ux?owingrthrough the arma 
ture, for- when the armature end adjacent- poles 
Ni‘ and-NZ moves downward the» said?uxi con? 
pllng. to Nit decreases- the same amount that it 
increasessine?uxlcoupling'to'Ni; thelsame condi~ 
tiorr or course exists; between. the; poles; St and-"S2, 
theisum total effectresultlngdnno ?ux variation, 
Because or‘- they absence of ?ux.’ reversals or 

variations, eddy currents» and; hysterisisl' do. not 
exist, permittingia. density‘ofi?ux. in the armature 
that. imposes, full; saturation without. impairing. 
the ?delity of, reproductiom This. allows.’ the 
reduction ofithemasstott materialz-maki'ngit. pos~ 
sible to; extendtherrrequency range. In. views or; 
this it is within the contemplation of theinven~ 
tion to; eliminate‘. the magnet M? (Fig. 1) and in 
its; place, transformer iron‘ can be substituted and‘ 
thev armature then - made 'of permanent; magnet.» 

material; The ?delity will remainthe same the efficiency will be. in proportion to. the. strength 1 

at the; magnet material used. 
Further! reductiorr- of weight; in ~ the armature 

is effected due to the fact that theef?ciency is inno; 
way influenced by how longcr- short; the distance 
from- N1 and: to; SI andasl- may be. It is: 
therefore. desirable: tomake the width. and length 
or the; armature as; small as possible. Howeren. 

_ the amplitude of the signal fromlateralrecord-v 
ings dependsvupon-thegratid of- the distance from 
thepoint of the stylus“. (Fig. 1)., to the. imagif 
nary» center Cl-or rocking axis, toethe: distance: 
‘from center C. to. either end that. is adiacent the.‘ 
poles Ni and Ni‘ or Stand 82.. By, reducing- the, 
distance. of the stylus point, from the. axis-c to 
as short. a lengthas mechanical facilities allow, 
the. total length of the armature-can, be brought 
to. where. the above mentioned ratio is‘either 1. 
to 1: or a step.v up'or- step downratio- to suit appli-‘ 
cation recruirements,,and have a total. armature. 
weightof direction of a. gram. Fig‘. 3 shows the; 
preferred relative proportions’ of.- the width of. 
the armature 1.4 toits length», , 
Havingthus described our invention; with. par‘ 

ticularity: with reference- to a preferred. embodi 
ment; thereof,, and. having, referred to, certain 
modi?cations, it. will-beobvious to those skilled. 
in the art,_. after understanding. our“ invention, 
that other changes and- modi?cations. may be 
made therein. without departing fromv the spirit, 
and scope- of the. invention, andywe aim in the 
appended claims-to.» cover such changes-and modi 
flcations. as;- are-within the scope. of the. invention. 

' What'we claim is: 
1. In a pickup device of the magnetic type; the 

combination or a. magnetic circuit includingvpoles 
of opposite polarity. and. having. parallel ?ux 
paths for each pole; each'oi» said poles having 
upper and lower pole ends provided with. spaced‘ 
vertical coplanar‘ faces, a ?rst.‘ electrical coil sur 
roundingone path ofione pole'and. a second. elec 
trical' coil'surrounding'a corresponding path of 
the opposite pole, said paths beingv so disposed 
with respect to each other as to provide ‘parallel 
?elds across which ?ux flows in the same lateral‘ 
direction, and/an armaturehaving laterally'op; 

as: 

567" 
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positely disposed ends provided‘. with vertical‘ faces ' 
in spaced substantially parallel "overlapping rela 
tionship withv said coplanar vertical. pole faces 
of‘ opposite polarity respectively, said armature 
being supported intermediate its» laterally dls-' 755 

posed" ends-for vlbratllemotlon- within the ?eld 
ofE in?uence of both of said'paths in continuous 
overlapping and substantially parallel‘ spaced 
relationship. 

2.i-I‘n1a sound'translation device-of the mag 
netic type, the-combination of an armatu-re'sup-~ 
ported» for vibratil'e motion, air-magnetic‘ circuit 
including poles ofioppositepolarity having later 
ally extendingv coplanar: vertical'l- pole faces 01' 
opposite-polarity providing a magnetic ?uxs?eldu 
comprising two flux" paths: in which said. armature» 
is adapted ‘to vibrate in relatively opposite direc--‘ 
tions from a. neutral. position? to thereby oppo 
sitely vary the ?ux strength of said armature» 

5' having vertical ‘surface areas disposed in spaced: 
overlapping parallel relation with respectively 
correspondingv vertical;l pole faces, .said armature. 
being supported about, a laterally.‘ central axis. 
with its oppositely disposed ends movable parallel 
to and-in continuoust?ux coupling. relation with: 
respectivehzv cooperating. faces: of said.‘ pole, faces. 
a: stylusisecured. to said armaturev for movement 
of; said armature’ in said. ?eld responsive to a. 
soundtrack record: throughout its range of move 

;ment, and a signal generatingc-ircuit; responsive. 
tosaid armaturevibrations. 

3. In. a. sound translation device of the mag~ 
netio type, magnet means having. pole pieces of. 
opposite: polarity each-having. upper- and lower 
~branches~provided with coplanar pole faces, an 
armature provided: with ~ oppositely disposed ends 
adjacent respective pairs 01 said: branches of 
opposite polarity, said oppositely disposed. arma 
ture endssoverlapping said vertical pole. faces-in 
parallel spaced relation thcrewithsaid armature.» 
being supported for rockinemotion about; an axis: 
disposed intermediate said poles or opposite p0; 
larity in-a. lateral direction and- intermediatesaid 
upper and. lower branches. in a'vertical direction. 

:~ spring means‘ supporting said armature ‘in a ver 
tical position relative to saidpolebrancheswhcn 
in operative position and providing. for predeter 
mined rocklng movement. about said. axis. in both 
directions and. providing. for predetermined ver 
tical movement and restraining..- said; armature 
against, bodily movement in a'latcral direction, 
and. ancl'ectrical circuit. including’ a flux path‘ 
through vsaid armature. 

4.. In a sound translation device of the mas 
netic- type, the combination-of a plurality of pole 
pieces providing a pair of laterally disposed air 
gaps spaced vertically one from theother, means 
for- supplying magnetic ?ux acrossrsaid air gaps 
in the. same direction of. ?ow, said pole pieces 
having vertical coplanar faces, an armature. in 
the field of. in?uence of said ?ux supported from 
its central point for rocking motion in a plane 
substantially. parallel to said coplanar pole faces 
about. an axis extending substantially normal to 

awthe direction of flux-flow across. said gaps; said 
armature being-movable also in a direction nor 
mal tos'aid' axis and being restrained against. bod 
ily movement in a‘ direoti'on‘parall'el' to said ?ux 
?ow, said‘ armature ends being ‘provided with sub-' 
stantially. vertical surface areas. movable parallel‘ 
to andspaced'from respectively cooperating faces 
of‘ said pole pieces, electricalcircuit'means in 
cluding a- magnetic flux ?eldvariable synchro- 
nously' with the movementv of' said‘ armature, 
‘and- a‘ mechanical‘ motion translating element 
attached to‘said armature; 

5‘. Ina sound translation‘device'ofthe mag- 
netlc type,‘ the combination of‘ magnetic pole' 
pieces of‘ opposite polarity having spaced coplanar 
vertical side faces, an armature having vertical 
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facesv in parallelism with the respective vertical 
faces of said pole pieces in‘spaced overlapping 
relationship therewith,‘ and ‘a support for said 
armature limiting movement of said vertical faces 
within a plane substantially parallel to the faces 
of said pole pieces. ' > 

' 6. In a sound translation device of the mag 
netic type; the combination of an armature sup; 
ported for rocking-movement and for relatively 
vertical movement, a magnetic-circuit including 
poles of opposite polarity‘ having laterally extend-i 
ing coplanar vertical pole faces of opposite polar; 
ity providing a magnetic flux ?eld within which 
said‘ armature is movable in relativelyl'opposite 
directions from a neutral positionysaid armature 
having vertical surface areas disposed in spaced 
overlapping parallel relation with respectively‘, 
corresponding vertical pole faces, said armature 
being’ supported about ' a laterally central axis 
with its oppositely disposed ends movable parallel 
to and in continuous‘ ?ux coupling relation with‘ 
respectively cooperating faces of said pole faces, 
a stylus secured to said armature for movement‘ 
with said armature throughout its said ‘range of 
movement, and a'signal generating circuit 're-' 
sponsiveto movement of said armature. 

7. In a sound translation device of the mag— 
netic type; magnet means having pole pieces of 
opposite polarity-each having upper and lower 
branches, an armature provided with oppositely 
disposed ends adjacent respective pairsof said 
branches of opposite polarity, said ends and. re-4 
spectively adjacent pole branchesbeing in spatial 
interleaved relationship ‘providing clearance 
throughout the operating movement of said arma-v 
ture and providing relatively ?xed air gaps and 
variable area coupling, said armature being sup 
ported for rocking motion about an axis disposed 
intermediate said poles of opposite polarity in a 
lateral direction and intermediate said upper and 
lower branche's'when'in operative position in a 
vertical direction, spring means for supporting 
sjaidarmature‘ in a vertical position relative to 
said polar branches and providing for predeter; 
mined rocking movement about said axis in both 
directions and providing for pretermined vertical 
movement and restraining said armature against 
bodily movementin a lateral direction, and an 
electrical circuit including a flux path through 
said armature. , " ~ 

8. In a sound translation'device of themag 
netic type, magnet means having pole pieces of 
opposite polarity each having upper and lower 
branches provided with coplanar vertical faces, 
an armature provided with oppositely disposed. 
ends adjacent respective pairs of said branches 
of opposite polarity, said oppositely disposed ar 
mature ends having vertical surface areas over 
lapping corresponding of said pole faces in par 
allel spaced relation therewith, spring means for 
supporting said armature in a vertical direction 
relative to said polar branches and providing for 
predetermined rocking movement about said axis 
in both directions and providing for predetermined 
vertical movement and restraining said armature 
against movement in a lateral direction, said 
spring means being of such compliance as to 
maintain said armature constantly in said over 
lapping parallel spaced relationship during the 
full range of its operative movement, and an 
electrical circuit comprising at least one coil sur 
rounding one of said pole branches. 

9. In a sound translation device of the mag 
netic type, magnet means having pole pieces of 
opposite polarity each having upper and lower 
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10 
branches vprovided with coplanar vertical faces, 
an armature mounted for bodily movement in 
an ‘up and down direction and for rocking move 
ment about an ‘axis substantially normal to said 
?rst direction of movement and restrained against 
movement of said aXis laterally, said armature 
having oppositely, disposed ends provided with 
vertical surface areas spaced outwardly from said 
axis and. disposed adjacent respective pairs of 
said branches of opposite polarity in spaced over-_ 
lapping parallelism with said vertical pole faces, 
spring means supporting said armature in a ver 
tical direction relative to said polar branches 
when in operative position and providing for vpre 
determined rocking movement about said axis in 
both directions and providing for predetermined 
vertical movement and restraining said armature 
against bodily movement in a lateral direction,‘ 
and an electrical'circuit including a flux path 
through said armature. , 

10. In a device of the character described, the" 
combination of va magnetic circuit comprising 
pole members having pole ends of opposite polar; 
ity spaced apart to provide a magnetic ?eld, said 
pole ends having laterally extending coplanar, 
vertical pole faces an armature disposed in said 
?eld and provided with a member rigidly securedv 
thereto for movement therewith, said armature‘ 
having vertical surfaces overlapping correspond 
ing of said pole faces in spaced parallelism there; 
with, stationary electrical coil means ‘surround-T 

‘ ing at least one of said pole members, and resili-‘_. 
ent means supporting said armature in continug’, 
ous overlapping and substantially'constant spaced”, 
parallel relationship with said pole'faces for pro-1‘ 
determined vibratile motion in a vertical dire'cJ‘ 
tion and for predetermined rocking motion and 
restraining said armature against bodily lateral 
movement, whereby said armature is maintained 
in flux coupling relationship and its movementv 
effects ?ux modulation by variable area coupling. 1 

11. In a device of the character described, thef' 
combination of _'a'" magnetic circuit comprising; 
pole members having pole ends of opposite polar-f} 
ity spaced apartlto provide a magnetic ?eld,'said"f 
pole ends having" laterally extending coplanar‘ 
vertical pole faces an armature disposed insaidj 
field and provided with a member rigidly securedi' 
thereto vfor movement therewith, said armature 
having vertical ‘surfaces overlapping correspond-1 
ing of said pole faces in spaced parallelism there-, 
with, a plurality of stationary coils surrounding 
respective of saidpole members'oqf opposite polar-V." 
ity and providing means for supporting electrical 
alternations to areceiving circuit, said coils being 
connected in boosting relationship for vertical‘ 
movements of said armature and in opposing 
relationship for rocking movements of said arma 

‘ ture, and resilient means supporting said arma 
ture for predetermined vibratile motion in a ver 
tical direction and. for predetermined rocking 
motion and restraining said armature against 
bodily lateral movement, whereby said armature 
is maintained in flux coupling relationship and 
its movement effects flux modulation by variable ’ 
area coupling. 

12. In a device of the character described, the 
combination of a magnetic circuit comprising pole 
members having pole ends of opposite polarity 
spaced apart to provide a magnetic ?eld, said pole 
ends having laterally extending coplanar vertical 
pole faces, an armature disposed in said ?eld and 
provided with a member rigidly secured thereto 
for movement therewith, said armature having 
vertical surfaces overlapping corresponding of 
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said _P01e V faces in vspaced;.i12=ira_1Isl-ism therewith. 
3-;DhlralityV0T,’stationaTy?oils?llmi?llnmg respec 
tive “of saidi pole __mei_nbers or opposite polarityand 
providingkmeansrfor siipnlyinsielectrical alterna 
tions to‘a receiving circuit, saidrcoils ‘being con 
nected in ‘boosting ‘relationship iorzrocking move 
mentsof said armature and in opposing relation 
ship _for vertical movements of said armature, 
and res'ilientmeans sunporltins said. erma'tlireln 
continuous overlapping and “substantially ,con- : 
stani'.v spaced parallel relationship with ‘said ._p_ole 

amazes 

faces for predetermined .vibrat?e motion ‘in La 7 
vertical direction and for predetermined rocking 
motion and restraining .seid {armature against 
b0d?ylatera1.m0vement. whereby said armature 
is maintained "in flux couplinggrelaltions'hip and 
itsjmovement effects _ ?ux modulation by variable 
areav coupling. 

‘13. ‘In a, magnetic ‘type pickup, ft-hecombination 
01' a magnetic circuit ‘including laterallvspaced 
pole ends of opposite ‘polarity ‘having laterally 
extending vertical pole face areas arranged in 
coplanar relationship and providing a Z?uX v?eld 
including a , laterally extending 1. air , gap \ disposed 

between spacedpole ends or ‘opposite polarity. .a ‘A 
vibratory armaturedisposedin saidl'?ux field and 
having substantially vertical 7 face areas extend 
ingin substantialspaeed parallelism toland over~ 
lapping said polenfaceska stylus rigidlysecured'to 
saidarmature,resilientsupportme meansiorsaid 
armature, whereby puponcmovementof said stylus 
by s a vertical Wcut vrecord said , armature ‘is moved 
relative tosaid pole ends 'ina wdirection (trans 
verse to said ?ux :?ow while maintained ‘in said 
substantial parallelism, and . said armature rmds 

.30 

are movablenarallel to respectively cooperating ' ' 
faces of saidppolecen‘ds. 

..1+1- 1.11 amagnetic type pickup. 'thetcvmbination 
of agmaenetic circuitlharing qnpositelycdisnvsed 
pole nieces Provided with substantially vertical 
laterally extending coplanar pole iaces 6011-‘ 
's'tmcted and jdisnosed so as ‘to provide two air 
eap‘?ux paths across ‘both or which ?uX_-flows:in 
the same'lateral directinnanslspaced ‘apart in 
avrelatively vertical direction. anearmature hav 
ing vertical facejareas ‘ disposed ‘injspaced parallel 
relationship with ‘respectively corresponding of 
said ‘pole faces, resilient means supporting ‘said 
armature ‘for ‘differential movement relative to 
said ‘flux 'streamsjin overlapping 'relations'hip‘with 
said coplanar-pole faces whereby when said de 
vicejis in operative ‘position said ‘armature ‘iies ‘in 
the path of "both iiux's'treams vand rsdisposedin 
?ux’ coupling relationship "to said :pole pieces 

(0 
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throughout its “operative inovement. 
endsaid armature ends movable’ parallel-ate 
respectively enumerating faces - ofiseid‘ pole ends 

_715. In nniagnetic pickup the combination-of’; 
magnetic circuit providinga ‘?ux ?eldinclud-ing 
two spaced flux streams ?owing ina lateral direc 
tion across an airisaprlde?ned ‘by poleendsshav 
ins substantially vertical ccoplanalr pole laces, a 
vibratory armature jhaving substantially ‘vertical 
laterally oppositely disposedlface areas-a stylus 
rigidly secured to said armature. and resilient 
means independent ofésaidpoleaends supporting 
said ;.armat1ire inoperative neutral position with 
said IBJZIDSJAH‘BdiSQOSBdiH said ?ux ?eld-in sub 
stantiailly magnetic _~equi1ibrium “relative to said 
?uxstreams seidrface . areas spaced 
closely adiacent and "in substantially parallel 
overlapning relationship \with;.corresponding of 
said coplanar pole faces, saidresilientsupporting 
means guiding said armature ‘during its .vihratile 
movement and maintaining ,said spaced and 
substantially parallel ‘overlapping relationship 
throughout the operative movementofsaid arma-. 
ture, ‘whereby said?iix is modulatedhyrvariable 
area rlcoiipl‘ing, and “an electrical circuit respon 
sive to said ?ux: modulation. 

LIONELB. CORNWELL. 
‘JOHN ,VNIELSEN. 
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